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example of an essay plan. Why plan? An essay plan.

Allow yourself to change your plan but remember it gives you a structure for your argument, so if you change
the plan you will have to check your line of reasoning and the evidence you use. Make a few notes about how
each main point might be developed. By Elite Editing Before you start writing your essay, it is important that
you plan it. A clear and well-written thesis statement will help you to determine the direction and structure of
your argument. Try to see your essay plan as something that evolves as you engage further with your topic.
Download an essay plan template This video suggests a way of planning your essay. If a topic is less
important, write about it last and write fewer words on it. Check the title, idea or plan with your tutor. Your
plan should state how you're going to prove your argument, including the evidence you're going to use.
Brainstorm for Ideas What you know about the topic â€” from lectures, reading etc. Below is an example of
what an essay plan should look like including explanations and tips , and how much detail it should contain.
Discursive Essay Plan. List the evidence your essay will put forward to prove your answer â€” This can be
seen through an examination of the sections of society which supported the revolution. Under each point, write
down one or two examples from your research that support your point. Spend time to make sure progression
of ideas is logical. Finally, write the main point you want to leave in your reader's mind â€” that's your
conclusion. As soon as you have done some reading and thinking, you can begin planning the content of your
essay. Delicious Write an essay plan A good essay plan helps you arrange your ideas logically and stay on
track during the writing process. Academic Essay Plan Template â€” This template is a guide in writing an
effective essay plan. Discursive Essay Plan Template â€” This template provides you with suggestions and
outline on how to write an essay plan for three different types of discursive essays namely the for and against
essays, opinion essays, and essays suggesting solutions to problems. Having a clearer understanding of the
most effective ways to structure your writing can help you to plan and organise the content of your essays and
make sure you get your ideas across. Body of the Essay: words each How long you spend writing about each
subject should reflect the importance of each subject. Argumentative Essay Planning Sheet Template â€” In
writing an argumentative essay, the challenge lies on how you structure the flow of your arguments. What can
you infer from the title about the structure of the essay? One main point in each paragraph. These paragraphs
are the building blocks used to construct the argument. What structure is most appropriate for the topic? Topic
1: workers. Introduction, body and conclusion. Draft an Outline P1 - Introduction: Address the question, show
why it's interesting and how the essay will answer it. What are main points? Ask the tutor for clarification if
necessary. It's hard to start essays early but the more time you have to plan, research and write, the better your
essay will be. Before you embark on research, give yourself realistic goals for the amount of material you need
by sketching out a plan for length. You might like to start by making a mindmap of your ideas.


